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Welcome to Storybird Creative Courses!  
 

In this online course, writers will have the chance to learn and practice important concepts and 
skills that will help them explore and dive in to the world of video game writing, no matter their 
level or ability. Halo writer and narrative designer Morgan Lockhart hosts this course in 13 
videos and 16 lessons—14 instructional and two assessments.  
 
Storybird has developed this course, along with Morgan Lockhart’s input, to align with Writing, 
Reading, Speaking, and Listening education standards that are universally accepted as 
basic building blocks in a strong English Language Arts foundation. This course can be 
completed by English students, Computer Graphics and/or Technology students, or as part of a 
cross-curricular unit, combining English and Computer Graphics or Technology. Students can 
work individually or in collaboration, and the course offers many opportunities for students to 
work together. Lessons can be easily adapted to different learning styles, levels, or abilities, can 
be paired with other activities, and, while scaffolded, can be broken up and taken in different 
ways, either as mini-lessons, whole class activities, individual work, or group work. Lessons are 
easily modified to be completed in a single class period or as a part of a larger unit.  
 

Content 
 

This course contains 14 lessons, 13 videos, 2 quizzes, and 2 writing challenges. Through 
engaging language, original stories, sample mood boards, graphic organizers, quick activities, 
downloadable handouts, simple multiple choice quizzes, and writing challenges, the lessons 
teach and assess the following concepts and skills:  
 

● Video game writing: As an art, all the things you need to consider when getting started; 
how video game writing is different than other types of writing; a description of the 
process from beginning to end; how to brainstorm  

● Vocabulary terms: A handy two-page guide of important terms and concepts for 
learning about and creating video games, all collected in one place and downloadable  

● Audience: Understanding who is buying and playing games, and a description of the 
various types of consumers: succeeders, socialites, seekers 

● Story and narrative: How to put together a story within a game, how to create a 
narrative, and how the two are different from one another 

● Worldbuilding: Creating an immersive environment with words: starting small and going 
big, starting big and going small, and mapping it out on a downloadable handout  

 



 

● Creating and using characters: Fleshing out main characters, the difference between 
defined characters and avatars, deciding between various kinds of avatars, developing 
secondary characters 

● Using tools: A rundown of the different technological tools writers use to build their 
worlds  

● Finding inspiration: What to do when you’re stuck; creating a mood board  
● Writing your story: The five types of writing used in video games, including background 

writing, systemic writing, level writing, cinematic writing, and string writing  
● Considering choice: Incorporating gamer choices into your writing skillfully  
● Ending your game: Strategies to wrap it all up  
● Creating a prototype: Becoming familiar with prototypes and the vertical slice, a short 

mock-up of your game, and how to write your own  
● Collaboration: How to work with other artists on a team to create a finished product, 

start to finish  
 
 

Goals  
 

By working through this course, your students will be able to:  
 

● Review or learn important terms and concepts that will be used throughout their school 
years in their own writing, reading, analysis, and discussions. Although a course on 
video games, many of the terms students will learn are not just specific to this genre and 
will be helpful in their literature and computer / technology studies 

● Learn terms specific to video games, a high-interest activity for many students 
● Play video games with intent, close reading them—students will identify concepts within 

the games, and explain how the concepts are used within the game to add meaning and 
significance, exploring their own style  

● Assess and evaluate their own work on key concepts  
● Prewrite, brainstorm, draft, and revise short and longer writing in response to activities 

and challenges 
● Practice using technology and learn to be part of a safe online community  
● Become acquainted with the video game world  
● Assess their knowledge of the material with two 10-question multiple choice quizzes, 

easily taken over if student does not obtain a 10/10 
● Write a finished story for a video game, using art on Storybird, that requires students to 

utilize all of the important skills and concepts learned during the course  
  

 
 
 
 



 

Rubric  
 

We have developed a simple rubric that can be used to evaluate student work on Storybird 
easily and quickly. These rubrics can be adapted to fit your department’s, district’s, or state’s 
requirements for English Language Arts assignments.  
 

Finally  
 

It is our hope here at Storybird that you will find these lessons thoughtful, fun, and appropriate 
for your students. They are general enough that they can fit with many different state / district 
requirements as well as specific enough that they teach universally useful ELA concepts and 
skills. They are easily adapted and can be done as stand-alone lessons, out of order, or as an 
entire unit. We hope they enhance your classroom and your curriculum and welcome any 
feedback you have for us as we continue to develop new content for educators.  
 
Contact us here 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/11oY4stus1rtZPJgZKG2w02SYvXAMthicUTysaml0AYg/edit?usp=sharing
https://storybird.com/contact/

